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 by eliasfalla   

Risteriet 

"Specialty Coffee"

Enjoy freshly brewed coffee at this micro-roastery and coffee boutique

located in the heart of the city. Established in 2004, Risteriet was an early

entrant in in the city's flourishing coffee culture. Their keen focus on

quality right from sourcing the best beans to perfect roasting has made

them a standout among the city's coffee houses. The store interiors are

cozy, and suited to leisurely conversations over a cup. There's a bar area

as well serving up espresso drinks as well as tea and hot chocolate. Apart

from this, there's a small section selling freshly roasted coffee as well as

brewing equipment and accessories. Check website for more.

 www.risteriet.dk/risteriet-

studiestraede/

 butik@risteriet.dk  Studiestræde 36, Copenhague
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The Living Room 

"An Intimate Escape"

The Living Room is a lovely cafe ideal for quiet conversations. The cafe

has two levels, the lower level has a rustic charm with wood accents and

exposed-brick walls with dim lights that create a romantic ambiance. The

upper level is well lit and is suitable for a casual evening with friends.

Scrumptious sandwiches and salads are on the menu, these are created

with the use of fresh ingredients and arrive at your table looking like a

piece of art. At the The Living Room, the cocktail menu is interesting and

every visit is incomplete if you do not indulge in these concoctions.

 +45 3332 6610  Larsbjørnsstræde 17, Copenhague
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Café Norden 

"Coffee by the square"

Located on the Amagertorv, Café Norden serves as a great place to meet

over coffee and bites. The bi-level cafe's interiors are a charming affair,

with old-school lanterns and beautiful wall murals making an appearance

throughout the space. The food menu is fairly extensive and offers

everything from the traditional smorrebrod to Nordic tapas and

sandwiches. There's a dedicated brunch menu as well. The coffee at

Norden is first-rate and served by a talented team of baristas. Apart from

this, the drinks menu offers smoothies, milkshakes, cold drinks as well as

wines and cocktails. In summers, the cafe offers outdoor seating in the

square. Check website for more.

 +45 3311 7791  www.cafenorden.dk/  info@cafenorden.dk  Østergade 61, Copenhague
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 by marcioshaffer   

The Coffee Collective 

"Coffee haven"

Widely regarded as one of the best coffee houses in the city, The Coffee

Collective is for avid coffee enthusiasts for whom, only the perfect cup will

do. Located within the Torvehallern, the cafe was founded by an award-

winning team of a barista, roaster and taster. The team goes to great

lengths to ensure an exceptional experience, from procure some of the

best fair-trade coffee to roasting the beans themselves. Mornings are a

busy time at the little cafe, with patrons coming in for their daily caffeine

fix. Settle down on one of the little benches to enjoy your brew as you

check out Torvehallern's bustle. Check website for more.

 +45 6015 1525  www.coffeecollective.dk/  mail@coffeecollective.dk  Vendersgade 6D, Israels

Plads, Torvehallerne,

Copenhague
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